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Abstract 

The dynamics of the F + H2 reaction have been investigated in a 

high resolution crossed molecular beam study. Differential cross 

sections and kinetic energy distributions were obtained for each HF 

vibrational state. The v = 1 and v = 2 states were predominantly 

backward-scattered, but sUbstantial forward scattering was observed 

for HF (v = 3) over the range of collision energies accessible in our 

apparatus, from 0.7 to 3.4 kcal/mole. The results strongly suggest 

that dynamical resonances playa significant role in the reaction 

dynamics of F + H2 and that resonance effects are most prominent in 

the v = 3 product channel. Quantal reactive scattering calculations 

on F + H2 predict that the v = 2 channel should be most strongly 

affected by resonances. This discrepancy is attributed to inade-

quacies in the potential energy surface used in the calculations, and 

several modifications to the surface are proposed based on the experi-

mental results. Other features of the reaction are also discussed, 

including the integrated partial cross sections, the effect of H2 

rotation, and the reactivity of F(2P1 /2)' 

lCurrent address: Joint Institute of Laboratory Astrophysics, 
University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309 

2*Current address: Dept. of Chemistry, University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, WI 53706 
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1. Introduction 

The reaction, F + H2 ~ HF + H, has been extensively studied over 

the past 15 years. Although much of the early interest in this reac

tion centered on its application to chemical lasers, it has become a 

prototype in the field of reaction dynamics because of its accessi

bility to both detailed theoretical and experimental study. It was 

one of the first reactions in which vibrationally state~resolved 

product distributions were measured; chemical laser [1] and infrared 

chemiluminescence studies [2,3] at thermal energies showed that the HF 

vibrational distribution was highly inverted with most of the popula

tion in v = 2 and v = 3. The effect of varying reactant translation 

and rotation on the final state distributions was later investigated 

using the same techniques [4-8]. The F + D2 reaction was the first 

reaction in which vibrational,ly state-resolved product angular distri

butions were obtained in a crossed molecular beams experiment [9]. The 

results showed that all the products were predominantly backward-scat

tered, indicating that collinear approach of the reactants is most 

likely to lead to reaction. Accurate rate constants for F + H2 and 

F + D2 have recently been determined over a wide temperature range 

using various experimental methods [10,11]. 

Theoretical studies on the dynamics of the F + H2 reaction have 

focused on developing both an accurate potential energy surface and 

techniques for scattering calculations using model surfaces. An ab 

initio potential energy surface has been calculated and has provided 

important information on the general features of the true surface [12], 

but since its exothermicity and barrier height are incorrect [13], 
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scattering calculations using it cannot be meaningfully compared with 

experimental results until the accuracy of the ab initio calculation 

is further improved. A seemingly more productive approach has been to 

carry out classical trajectory calculations on model semi-empirical 

surfaces, usually of the LEPS form [14], and to optimize the surface 

parameters in order to match the experimental results. The most ex-

tensive studies of this type have been performed by Muckerman [15], 

Polanyi [16], and their coworkers, who investigated the effects of 

small changes in the surface on the reaction cross section and the 

product angular distribution. Polanyi's study showed that reactant 

translational energy had a substantially greater effect on the re-
I 

action dynamics than vibrational energy. This is the expected result 

for an exothermic reaction with a barrier in the entrance channel [17]. 

The potential energy surface most commonly used in reactive scat

tering studies of F+H2 is the Muckerman 5 (M5) surface [18]. This 

is an LEPS surface with the correct exothermicity which, when used in 

classical trajectory calculations, reproduces the rate constant deter

mined by Mercer et al. [19] and the experimental values for product 

energy disposal [2]. The surface has a barrier of 1.064 kcal/mole in 

the entrance channel for collinear approach of the reactants that rises 

rapidly as the F-H-H bending angle increases. Several problems are 

found to be associated with this surface, however. Mercer's value for 

the activation energy was 1.71 kcal/mole, but more reliable recent 

studies [10,11], show that Ea is closer to 1.0 kcal/mole. In addi

tion, the pre-exponential A factor of the rate constant for M5 derived 
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from trajectory studies is considerably lower than the A factor deter

mined in the newer experiments [20]. The larger activation energy and 

smaller A factor suggest that the. entrance channel barrier on M5 is 

too high and rises too Quickly with increasing deviation from collinear 

approach. Besides, as Jakubetz and Connor have mentioned [21], using 

classical trajectory calculations to test the ability of a surface to 

reproduce experimental data may be invalid if Quantum effects are 

important. 

Quantum mechanical scattering calculations have indeed predicted 

that Quantal effects in the form of dynamical resonances [22] should 

playa significant role in the reaction dynamics of F + H2• A Quan

tal collinear reactive scattering calculation by Schatz et ale [23] 

of the reaction probability vs. collision energy on the M5 surface 

shows that, in addition to broad features due to direct scattering 

producing HF (v = 2) and HF (v = 3), there is a sharp peak with a 

width of about 0.01 eV for the production of HF (v = 2) just above the 

HF (v = 3) threshold. Argand diagrams and time delay analysis show 

that the sharp peak is due to interference between direct and resonant 

reactive scattering [24,25]. Calculations at higher energy also dis

play strong resonance effects, with peaks typically occurring near a 

threshold for an HF vibrational state [23,26]. Connor has performed 

collinear calculations on several surfaces and obtained dramatically 

different resonance structure for each case [26]. The exact nature of 

the resonances therefore depends critically on the details of the po

tential energy surface in the strong coupling region near the transi-
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tion state. This is the most important region of the surface as it 

determines many of the experimental observables mentioned previously. 

Reactive scattering and kinetics experiments often yield a rough 

picture of the potential energy surface for a reaction, but even a 

detailed kinetics study in which state-to-state rate constants are 

determined does not, in general, lead to a quantitative understanding 

of the transition state and strong coupling region. Attempts to study 

the transition state via emission and absorption have not yielded much 

information as these experiments typically involve electronic transi

tions between two unknown surfaces [27-30]. The experimental observa

tion of resonances should therefore provide a considerably more direct 

and sensitive probe of the strong coupling region than has previously 

been available. Since it will yield information on quasi-bound states 

supported by the potential energy surface, the observation of reso

nances is, in principle, equivalent to performing vibrational spec

troscopy of the transition state [25]. 

We have performed a high resolution crossed molecular beams study 

of the F + H2 reaction in an attempt to observe the effects of dy

namical resonances. In order to view our results in the proper per

spective, it is necessary to understand what features of the potential 

energy surface cause resonances to appear in collinear and three

dimensional calculations, and how dynamical resonances can actually 

be observed in a reactive scattering experiment. 
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2. Properties of Dynamical Resonances 

Identifying the elements of the potential energy surface respons

ible for the resonances in the F + H2 reaction is not entirely 

straightforward. The physical origin of these resonances has been 

attributed to quasi-bound FH2 states localized in the strong coupling 

region of the surface near the potential energy barrier that live for 

a short time before decomposing to products [25,31]. It is not im

mediately clear why these states should exist at all; the M5 surface, 

for example, has no wells near the barrier which one might think are 

necessary to support quasibound states. 

The origin of dynamical resonances can be understood more easily 

in a collinear scattering calculation. If the scattering wavefunc

tion is separated into translational and vibrational motion, vibra

tionally adiabatic curves can be derived which are effective poten

tials for the translational motion of reactants or products de

scribed by a single quantum number for the vibrational action [32,33]. 

Even in the absence of wells on the potential energy surface, the 

adiabatic curves can develop barriers and wells as the potential 

energy surface perpendicular to the translational coordinate narrows 

and widens, respectively, and these features become more pronounced 

for the curves corresponding to higher vibrational quantum numbers. 

The wells can support quasi-bound states similar to shape or Feshbach 

resonances and provide an additional pathway between reactants and 

products. 
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The problem with this picture is that the adiabatic curves are 

highly coordinate-dependent. In reactive scattering, it is not clear 

how to define translation and vibration in a global manner that de

scribes reactants and products. This problem is particularly trouble

some in F + H2 which is clearly not a vibrationally adiabatic reac

tion. An important step towards resolving this difficulty is due to 

the work of Pollak and coworkers on periodic orbit dividing surfaces 

(PODS), which are classical stable orbits on a potential energy sur

face [34]. They proved that a PODS with vibrational action (n + 1/2) 

corresponds to either an adiabatic well or a barrier for the state 

v = n 135] •. The PODS is an intrinsic property of the potential energy 

surface and does not depend on any coordinate system. In fact, each 

PODS defines a locally adiabatic coordinate system in which vibration 

is parallel to the bound orbit and translation is perpendicular to it. 

In addition to locating the adiabatic wells and barriers, Pollak and 

Child have found another set of periodic orbits which, when subjected 

to a quantization condition, match very well with the resonance ener

gies in the quantal calculations [36]. These resonant periodic orbits 

oscillate between the reactant and product sides of the strong coupling 

region just inside the adiabatic barriers. The orbit corresponding to 

the lowest F+H2 resonance is bounded by the v = 0 reactant and v = 3 

product barriers. 

The PODS formulation provides an easily visualized picture of dy

namical resonances. However, since the resonant periodic orbits are 

classically bound, they cannot be accessed by reactants or products in 
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a classical calculation. The coupling between the bound orbits and 

the continuum can be estimated by incorporating a semi-classical ap

proximation into the theory [37], but extending this procedure to 

F+H2 is difficult because the resonances have several decay pathways. 

In order to understand the results of the quantal reactive scattering 

calculations better, one needs to construct a global coordinate system 

in which the adiabatic curves retain some physical significance even 

for a non-adiabatic process. The best one can do is to devise a system 

in which the reaction can be described with as few adiabatic curves as 

possible. Natural collision coordinates [38] do not work well in this 

regard for F + H2 [33]. Far more success has resulted using hyper

spherical coordinates [39,40]. 

Launay and LeDourneuf have calculated a set of adiabatic curves 

for the M5 surface in hyperspherical coordinates [40]. The curve that 

correlates to'H2 (v = 0) has a small barrier and a well which sup

ports a quasi-bound state at the same energy as the resonance spike in 

the collinear scattering calculation of the energy dependence of the 

HF (v = 2) reaction probability. This quasi-bound state can be ac

cessed bj a collision of F + H2 (~ = 0) at the resonance energy, and 

reaction occurs by its subsequent decay to HF (v = 2) product. Al

though the HF(v = 3) state is an energetically accessible decay product 

of this resonance, the height and width of the barrier on the adiabatic 

curve which correlates to HF (v = 3) results in the exclusive formation 

of v = 2. 
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This view of the resonance is slightly oversimplified. A compar

ison of the wells and barriers on the adiabatic curves obtained by 

Launay and LeDourneuf with the true adiabatic wells and barriers found 

by Pollak [35] shows that while the heights and locations of the bar

riers more or less agree, the true adiabatic well which correlates to 

HF (v = 3) is substantially lower. Another set of hyperspherical adi

abatic curves has been calculated by Romelt [41] with the origin of 

the coordinate system chosen somewhat differently from that of Launay 

and LeDourneuf. Romelt's barriers are similar to those on the adia

batic curves of Launay and LeDourneuf which correlate to H2 (v = 0) 

and HF (v = 3), but inside the critical region there are significant 

differences. One can conclude here that the strong coupling inside 

the critical region causes the adiabatic wells to lose some of their 

physical significance. The lowest quasi-bound state is probably best 

described as having both H2 (v = 0) and HF (v = 3) character, and, 

more importantly, as being confined within the critical region by the 

H2 (v = 0) barrier on the reactant side and the HF (v = 3) barrier 

on the product side. It is ~herefore quite similar to the classical 

periodic orbit corresponding to the lowest energy resonance [37]. In

deed, recent stabilization calculations on F + H2 by Thompson and 

Truhlar [42] confirm this picture, showing that the probability density 

of the lowest energy resonant wavefunction is trapped in the critical 

region of the M5 potential energy surface. 
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In order to relate dynamical resonances to experimental observ

ables, one must consider the results of approximate three-dimensional 

quantal reactive scattering calculations on M5 [31,43-46]. In these 

calculations, the total and partial reactive cross sections do not 

show any sharp structure as the collision energy is varied. There are 

two effects to be considered when tomparing collinear and three-di

mensional resonances. The first is that the energy of the quasi-bound 

state will be higher in the three dimensional case by the additional 

zero-point energies of the FH2 bending modes. The second, more im

portant, effect is the contribution of collisions with nonzero orbital 

angular momentum to the reaction. A quasi-bound state formed by a 

collision of orbital angular momentum h will have rotational energy on 

the order of Bh (h + 1), where B is the rotational constant of the 

comp 1 ex. If a\n h = 0 resonance occurs at energy Eo' then at approx

imately Eo + Bh (h + 1) a quasi-bound state can be formed by a col

lision of orbital angular momentum h. Consequently, as Redmon and 

Wyatt [43] show clearly, as the collision energy is increased beyond 

EO' collisions with progressively larger values of orbital angular 

momentum will be brought into resonance. The large number of partial 

waves involved in reactive scattering allows the resonance to be ac

cessed over a wide energy range. Thus resonances appear as broad, 

smooth features in the collision energy dependence of the total cross 

section that are difficult to distinguish from the substantial 

contribution from direct scattering. 
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Although reactive resonances cannot be observed in a state-resolved 

total cross section measurement, they can be seen in a reactive scat

tering experiment in which state-resolved differential cross sections 

are determined. Classical [18] and quasi-classical [46-48] trajectory 

studies on M5 show that the HF product angular distribution is domin

ated by backward scattering at 180 0 with respect to the incident F 

beam up to collision energies of 5 kcal/mole. This is clearly related 

to the entrance channel properties of the potential energy surface that 

favor collinear, low impact parameter approach of the reactants. The 

quantal calculations predict, however, that as the collision energy is 

raised from 2 to 3 kcal/mole, the v = 2 distribution shifts from back

ward-peaked to sideways-peaked, whereas the v = 3 distribution remains 

backward-peaked [43]. This is attributed to dynamical resonance ef

fects. As the collision energy is raised, quasi-bound states are 

formed by progressively higher impact parameter collisions, and their 

subsequent decay to v = 2 product leads to a state-selective broaden

ing of the v = 2 angular distribution. The shift in the v = 2 distri

bution will be even more pronounced if the lifetime of the Quasi-bound 

state is an appreciable function of the rotational period of the com

plex. The experimental determination of the angular and kinetic energy 

distributions 'for each product vibrational state therefore offers the 

most promise for characterizing resonances in reactive scattering. 

Earlier molecular beam work carried out in our laboratory in search 

of resonances in F + H2 showed that the HF (v = 2) angular distribu

tion did broaden and exhibit slight sideways-peaking as the collision 

energy was raised from 2-3 kcal/mole, but the results for v = 3 were 
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inconclusive since the range 'of:our angular scan was limited be

cause of the hi~h m/e=2d background near the F beam, precluding the 

observation'of sideways or forward-scattered v = 3 product at any 

'energy [49,50]. Th'is was a serious shortcoming because without this 

information on the v = 3 ~roduct, the state-sp~~~ticity of the v = 2 

side-ways-peaking could not b~ confir~ed. The case for a resonance is 

much stronger if a clearly state-specific effect can be found. Re

cent ly", severa l' improvements 'to the apparatus were made wh i ch permit 

'. the scattering of the product'vibrational states to be much better 

resolved and"allow the determ'ination of a complete'differential cross 

section for the v = 3"product.' Some of ;the F + para-H2 results ob

tained with the new' configuration have recently been reported [51]. 

, : Thii artici~ discusses the complete result~ for F + p-H2 and F + n-H2 
....... "'I ' • ' , '.,. 

, _.W 'at collision energies ranging from 0.7 to 3.4 kcal/mole and the follow-

. ing article reports' on our studies of'the 'F' + D2 and F + HD reac-

tions. 
, , 

, , .. 

3. Experimental-
. -, , .. , ,0 

Figure 1 shows' a 't~p cross"sectional view of the experimental 

arrangement. 
. .1 ~' .,,, - • .... 0 

The F and H2 beams with FWHM angular spreads of 2 
o " ,'~ - ao, . . 

and 3 , respectively, intersected at 90 inside a vacuum chamber 

where the pressure was"; 7 x 10-7 torr w'i th both beams on. The co 1-

lisfon region defined by the intersection of the two beams was about 

0.080" on a side. The scattered HF product was detected by a rotating 

ultra-high vacuum mass spectrometer conSisting of an electron-impact 
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The selector was spun at 500 Hz and, the resulting most probable F beam 
.J I • ~,' •• _ •• ~. ~ • 

veloci~y Wq~ 8.7 x 104 cm/~ec. !p~wheel assembly .~as mounted on two 

bearings and connected to a three "phase synchronous motor [57] by a 
_J~~ ... ~ • _ • ~ ,_~_ ,' •• j 

flexible coupling shaft .[58]. Barden SR4SSTA5 bearings coated with 
~ ~ .. ~J',\ •.. " ~ • 

Bray }L-:38, gr~as~ .. .J~8] ~er~.ly~.ed f_or ~the .. w~ee.l ass~mbly an.,d, ,inside the 

m~tor.'II}he .motor .:,~~~. p~we~e?.; ~t.~;th:~~:-:~~ase .s.~~ply.of our: .. o~~ .. ~e

sign. The frequency of the spinning, wheels ,~as monitor:ed .bYt~a ~l.otted 
. - - ' ~ •. , -. - - t,,,..l:,". ...I -,' ~ '"*' L . I • .I. _.... i.e,. 

opticql switch containing an LED and a .pho~9transi~tor,[60].. The, wheel 
, " J, ,_ ,:; 0 , _ •• .. ' '. ,. ," .' '. _ 

assembly and motor were clamped .to an aluminum base which was bolted 
j ... _i , .. ~....J 1 I ':.. L....l _ _ t '.. • :.. .... ~ • ~. • ~ ~ \ ' 

to the bottom of the differential chamber. It was necessary to 
i... • .", ~ l , _ _ ,-.. L t:. ~. . ..J.., 1 • 

dynamically balance each wheel separ:ately as well as the entire 
\ .. , ~ - - • I j ... _': ' , 

assembled selector to achieve smooth operation at 500 Hz. 
, , • I. - . ',_ !" ,oj ,: ' v 

Early ~t!emB~~."t? stu,dy the. F.,+ H2 r.eaction, with thJ~ ~ource 

configuration ~ere frustrated because of the high rate.of effusion of 
• .... .. I.... I.' ~. . ... f , • l .,; 

HF that formed in the differential ,region and ,entered the main chamber 
• + _, ,_ ~: ): - I ...... i.~. ,I ~ • I' • 

via the 2nd,def.ini~g-;sli~:,1~9nly ,a.bou~ 1 .~r ,th,7)~ff~~ive b!:~m p~.ssed 

through the velocity selector and the remaining F ,atoms were free to 
, '1 _~ '-~ "'~ •• ' .. ~ ,~,;;~. t..,J ,', .' ~,r; ~ 1

1
,1, , ......... 

collide,with the chamber.walls and eventually form HF. ,~e constr:-.ucted 
I. " -~..", J.", L'~ - J t... • ,~ ... ~. 

a liquid nitrogen-cooled cold shield inside the differential region 
" ~ .J I 4 .. l...... ,- "-.Jr,.~ ~ ..... ~.', • • __ , r! ' .~ 

consisting of several large 1/8" copper plates in order,to maximize HF 

cryopumping. One plate was located between ~he velocitY,selector and 
, I • I ~. ' .... _ • ~ • 

the 2nd defining slit and admitted the beam through a 9/32" hole. The 
t. ,T I',.,. , .. ~, L 

cold shield and the use of Fomblin pump oil virtually eliminated effu-
,. . , _I _ ... • __ _ .~.i ~ ... 

sive HF background at a~~~e~ greater than 10° away f~om the F beam. . . 

fj 
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The supersonic H2 beam was produced by expanding pure H2 

through a 70 ~ orifice into a source chamber. The orifice was 0.4" 

from the tip of a nickel skimmer with an entrance hole of 0.018" di

ameter [61]. The beam, which was essentially defined by the nozzle 

and skimmer geometry, then entered the main chamber; in order to mini-

mize the distance between the source orifice and the collision region 

no differential pumping region was used for the H2 source. An 0.080" 

collimating slit in the main chamber between the skimmer and the inter

action region prevented background H2 in the source chamber from ef

fusing through the skimmer and directly intersecting the F beam outside 

the collision region. 

The source was fabricated by brazing a platinum electron microscope 

aperture with a 70 ~ orifice [62] to a copper tube. The tube had sev

eral turns of coaxial heater [63] brazed to it as well as a liquid ni-

trogen contact. The source temperature could be varied continuously 

from 90 0 K to 600o K. This gave a collision energy range from 0.7 to 

3.5 kcal/mole. The source temperature was monitored by a thermocouple 

clamped to the tube just behind the orifice. The thermocouple was 

connected to a temperature control unit of our own design which regu

lated the voltage across the heating coil. The H2 source chamber 

was pumped by a Varian VHS-400 diffusion pump with a nominal pumping 

speed of 8000 liter/sec which was backed by a 330 CFM roots blower/ 

mechanical pump combination. The operating pressure in the source was 

6 x 10-4 torr. Typical H2 stagnation pressures were 80 psi at room 

temperature, 120 psi at 720 o K, and 45 psi at 85°K. Matheson Ultra-High 

Purity H2 (99.999% pure) was used for the n-H2 experiments. The 
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para-H2 was made in the Low Temperature Laboratory of the Berkeley 

Chemistry Department and stored in aluminum tanks at 200 psi. Previous 

photoelectron spectroscopy work showed that para-H2 stored in this 

manner lasted 1-2 weeks without significant conversion [64J. 

In the original configuration of the detector, each of the three 

differential regions was pumped by a 200 l/sec ion pump. In order to 

reduce the rare gas background for this experiment, the ion pumps pre

viously in use on the apparatus were chemically cleaned and baked out 

into a turbomolecular pump prior to mounting them onto the apparatus. 

The rare gas pumping capability of the detector was further improved 

by adding a 110 l/sec turbomolecular pump to the outermost region and 

a 330 l/sec turbomolecu1ar pumped backed by a 110 l/sec turbo-pump to 

the 2nd region. The two 110 l/sec pumps exhausted into the main cham

ber. The turbomo1ecu1ar pumps could be isolated from the detector with 

all-metal valves [65J so that routine maintenance could be performed 

on them without venting the detector. The resulting reduction in the 

mass 20 background was substantial. With the detector isolated from 

the main chamber, the mass 20 background count rate under normal detec

tor operating conditions was 150 Hz. The count rate observed before 

the turbomolecular pumps were installed was never below 800 Hz. 

Angular scans of the HF product were taken by modulating the H2 

beam with a 150 Hz tuning fork chopper [66J and recording the modulated 

HF signal as a function of angle. The chopper was located in the main 

chamber between the skimmer and the collimating slit and could be moved 

out of the path of the H2 beam for time-of-flight measurements. Typ

ical counting times were 266-532 seconds at each angle which yielded 
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error bars of less than 3% except at the lowest collision energies. 

The angular resolution of the detector was 1.25°, and points were 

taken every 2° except near the F beam where they were taken at 1° 

intervals. 

Time-of-flight measurements were performed on both beams to 

characterize their velocity distributions, and on the HF reactive 

scattering product. The TOF wheel and motor assembly was bolted to 

the rotating detector. For the analysis of the beam velocity distri

butions,TOF measurements were done using a 7" diameter stainless steel 

wheel with 4 equally spaced 0.010 mil slots. The wheel was spun at 

300 Hz. A multichannel scaler connected to an LSI 11 microcomputer 

controlled the data acquisition. Typical channel widths were 1 ~sec 

for the H2 beam and 2 ~sec.for the F beam. ·The H2 beam time-of

flight measurements weredeconvoluted to account for the length of the 

ionizer and other broadening effects [67]. The resulting velocity 

distributions had typical FWHM spreads of·3 percent. TOF measurements 

on the F beam confirmed that its peak velocity was identical to that 

expected from the the velocity selector design parameters. The F beam 

velocity showed no detectable variation over the course of the experi

ment even though the velocity selector was removed and replaced several 

times. This was a welcome change from the earlier studies with super

sonic F beams where the size of the source orifice would change over 

time and alter the beam characteristics. As the F beam velocity has a 

large effect on the LAB kinematics of this reaction, the constant ve

locity was yet another advantage gained by using a velocity-selected 
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beam. The spread in center-of-mass collision energies due to the beam 

velocity distributions was about 0.1 kcal/mole. 

The HF product velocity distribution was determined using the 

cross-correlation TOF method [68] because of the low signal intensity. 

A 711 Be-Cu wheel photoetched with a 255 element pseudorandom sequence 

was used. The wheel was spun at 490 Hz which corresponded to 8 ~sec/ 

channel resolution in the TOF spectra. Typical TOF counting times were 

1-2 hours. Spectra were taken every 2° where the signal was more in-

tense and at larger intervals at angles far from the F beam where the 

lower signal necessitated longer counting times. 

4. Results 

4.1 Product Angular Distributions 

Measurements of the product angular distributions were taken at 

several collision energies for F + p-H2 and F + n-H2• The H2 source 

conditions for each energy are displayed in table 1. The H2 stagna

tion pressure was adjusted so that the pressure in the main chamber 

was the same at all energies with the H2 beam on. In order to obtain 

the same beam velocities for n-H2 and p-H2, it was necessary to run the 

n-H2 at a slightly higher temperature. This was expected since more ro

tational relaxation can occur in a supersonic expansion of p-H2 than for 

n-H2 in the temperature range we studied because H2 can undergo only 

even aJ rotational transitions. For example, at 304°K, 79% of the n-H2 
is in J = 0 or J = 1 and cannot relax any further. On the other hand, 

51% of the p-H2 is in J = 0, and the remaining 49% of the molecules, 

all of which are in even J states and most of which are in J = 2, 
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can in principle relax to J = 0 and increase the beam velocity in the 

process. Photoelectron spectroscopy on supersonic molecular beams of 

p-H2 and n-H2 shows that substantial relaxation does occur [69]; more 

than 80% of the p-H2 ends up in J = 0 under our operating conditions. 

Although the F + p-H2 and F + n-H2 angular distributions at the same 

collision energies were quite different for E ~ 1.84 kca1/mo1e, no dif

ference was observed at the higher energies where it was necessary to 

heat the nozzle above room temperature. This may have been due either 

to a large amount of rotationally excited p-H2 remaining after the 

expansion, or to wall-catalyzed para ~ ortho conversion at the higher 

temperatures. In any case, no data for high temperature F + p-H2 
reactions are reported here. 

The HF product angular distribution for F + p-H2 at 1.84 kca1/mole 

is shown in fig. 2. The LAB angle, @ , is measured from the F beam. 

The laboratory angular distribution shows considerable structure which 

can be related to the important features of the product velocity and 

angular distributions in the center-of-mass frame of reference with 

the aid of the Newton diagram below the distribution. 

The Newton diagram shows the relationship between the LAB and eM 
velocity vectors. ~F and ~H are the LAB reactant velocities, and 

2 
the eM reactant velocities are UF and UH (UH is not drawn to scale). 

2 2 
The origin in the center-of-mass coordinate system is the tip of the 

vector representing the velocity of the center-of-mass in the LAB 

frame. The angle between this vector and vF is labelled scm. 

The eM scattering angle will be denoted by 9, where 9 = 00 
is defined 

as the direction of the incident F beam in the eM coordinate system. 
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HF product scattered near 9 = 0° is referred to as forward-scattered, 

while HF scattered near 9 = 180° is described as backward-scattered. 

The 'Newton circles' show the maximum eM speed for HF product formed 

in the indicated vibrational state and therefore delineate the LAB 

angular range over which each state will be observed. 

The peaks in the angular distribution, indicated by the dotted 

lines, occur at LAB angles where the LAB velocity vector is nearly 

tangent to a Newton circle. The broad peaks at 0 = 28° and e = 45° 

appear to be from backward-scattered v = 3 and v = 2 product, respec

tively. The sharp peak at 0= 8° appears to be from forward-scattered 

v = 3. This prominent feature could not be clearly observed in our 

previous studies of F + H2• In the work using a supersonic beam of 

F in N2, 1F was considerably faster than in this experiment. 

o cm was therefore much smaller, and any forward scattered v = 3 

product would have been so close to the F beam that it would have been 

obscured by HF impurity in and near the beam. In the studies where F 

was seeded in Kr carrier gas, elastically scattered 80Kr which was 

ionized to Kr4+ interfered with the observation of reactively scat

tered HF near the F beam. In the current configuration, any forward 

scattered v = 2 would have been on the other side of the F beam but 

still within the angular range of the rotatable detector. No evidence 

of forward-scattered v = 2 was observed at any collision energy. 

The LAB angular distributions for F + n-H2 of five collision energies 

ranging from 0.68 to 3.42 kcal/mole and F + p-H2 at four collision ener

gies ranging from 0.68 to 1.84 kcal/mole are shown in figs. 3 and 4. 

• 
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The scans were taken on different days, and some variation in experi

mental conditions unavoidably occurred. This was mostly due to the 

variation of the F2 dissociation ratio resulting from running the F 

oven at slightly different temperatures. However, we spent one day 

measuring representative angles at each collision energy so that the 

complete angular distributions could be correctly scaled for constant 

F and H2 flux. The scaling factors obtained by this procedure are 

listed in table I. The only angular distributions that required 

substantial adjustment ~ere the two lowest F + p-H2 runs and 

F + n-H2 at 0.68 kcal/mole. 

The structure described above in the F + p-H2 data is evident 

in nearly all the angular distributions. The sharp forward v = 3 

peak and broad backward v = 3 peak occur in every angular distibution, 

and the backward v = 2 peak is distinct except in the 0.68 kcal/mole 

measurements. Several trends are noteworthy. For both F + p-H2 and 

F + n-H2, the magnitude of the forward peak increases as the col

lision energy is raised,'except for F + p-H2 at 1.0 kcal/mole where 

the scaling is more uncertain. For F + n-H2 collision energies 

~ 1.0 kcal/mole, the backward v = 3 peak decreases relative to the 

forward peak as the collision energy is raised. The same trend is 

seen in the F + p-H2 scans at 1.30 and 1.84 kcal/mole. However, 

this trend reverses as the collision energy is lowered from 

1.30 kcal/mole; the two lowest energy F + p-H2 angular distributions 

show that the backward peak falls off faster than the forward peak as 

the energy decreases. For F + n-H2, the low collision energy 

fall-off of the backward peak occurs only at 0.68 kcal/mole. 
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A comparison of the F + p-H2 angular distributions with F + n-H2 
at the same collision energy shows the ratio of the forward-to-back-

ward v= 3 peak heights to be considerably larger for F + p-H2• The 

high quality of the data at 1.84 kcal/mole allows the determination of 

the F+H2 (J = 1) LAB angular distribution using the formula 

NJ=1 (e) = 4/3 (Nn_H/e) - { Np- H2 (e) ) • 

This formula is exact if the rotational distributions of even J states 

are the same in n-H2 and p-H2, and all the odd J rotational population 

of the n~H2 is in J = 1. The results of Pollard et al. [69] show 

these to be very reasonable assumptions. Figure 5 shows the angular 

distributions for p-H2 (labelled J = 0) and H2 (J = 1). The for

ward peak is lower in the J = 1 distribution, whereas the backward 

v = 2 and v = 3 peaks are higher. In addition, the v = 3 signal for 

J = 1 spans a slightly wider LAB angular range. The v = 3 Newton 

circle for F + H2 (J = 1) is slightly larger than that for F + H2 

(J = 0) because of the additional H2 rotational energy. The figure 

therefore shows that some of the rotational energy ends up as product 

recoil energy. Higher J states do contribute slightly to the product 

angular distributions shown in fig. 5 but the major differences are 

due to J = 1 and J = O. 

4.2 Time-of-Flight Measurements of Velocity Distributions 

In order to determine the product velocity distributions, time-of-

flight spectra were taken at E = 1.84 kcal/mole for F + p-H2, and at 

1.84, 2.74 and 3.42 kcal/mole for F + n-H2• About 20-25 spectra at 
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different angles were taken at each energy. Representative spectra 

are shown in figs. 6 to 8. 

The TOF spectra show distinct peaks which correspond to various 

product vibrational states. The peaks are well-separated because of 

the narrow beam velocity distributions and the fact that product 

rotational excitation is small relative to the spacing between the 

vibrational energy levels of the HF product [26J. Each spectrum 

allows one to quantify the contribution of the individual product 

vibrational states to the total signal at that LAB angle. 

The spectrum at @ = 18 0 for F + p-H2 at 1.84 kcal/mole (fig. 6) 

shows the degree of resolution obtained in these measurements. This 

angle is close to scm at this energy. The fastest peak is from 

v = 2 product, and the two slower peaks are from v = 3. Most of the 

v = 3 product flux occurs just inside the v = 3 Newton circle, so at 

e = 18
0 

the v = 3 product is sampled in two distinct regions of LAB 

velocity space resulting in two v = 3 peaks appearing in the TOF spec

trum. In this spectrum, the two v = 3 peaks represent scattering at 

nearly the same angle in the center-of-mass. Although scattering in 

the center-of-mass has cylindrical symmetry about the reactant rela-

tive velocity vector, the slower peak is smaller because it is spread 

out over more time-of-flight channels. This is reflected in the con

version from eM velocity flux to LAB number density at arrival time t, 

the latter being proportional to t-3 [50J. The slow peak expected 

for the v=2 state is affected even more strongly by this factor and is 

often not clearly seen in the TOF spectra. The two v = 3 peaks merge 

at LAB angles that are nearly tangent to the v = 3 circle. The spectra 
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at e = 8° and e = 30° for p-H2 are examples of this. The spectrum 

at e = 8° confirms that the peak in the angular distribution is from 

v = 3 product. The spectra at larger LAB angles show a contribution 

from the v = 1 product that is, at least in some cases, distinct from 

the v = 2 peak. Although the resolution in the TOF spectra at higher 

energies is somewhat worse, resolved peakS are still evident in all 

the spectra even at 3.42 kcal/mole"(fig. ~). 

TOF spectra at angles e ~ 10° were contaminated to some extent 

by slow, effusive HF originating from the differential pumping cham

ber of the F beam source. The contribution from the effusive compo

nent was determined by blocking the F beam and taking a spectrum at 

e = 4° where the effusive signal was quite intense. This spectrum 

was scaled to fit the slow tail in the reactive TOF spectra and 

subtracted. Figure 9 ShOWS the raw data at e = 8° for F + p-H2, 

the scaled effusive TOF, and the result of the subtraction. The 

contribution from the effusive component was considerably smaller at 

10° and was insignificant at 12°. 

5. Analysis 

Center~of-mass angular and translational energy distributions of 

the products were obtained for the four energies studied by product 

time-of-flight measurements. The distributions were determined by 

forward convolution. A trial CM angular and energy distribution for 

each vibrational state was input to a computer program. The program 

performed the necessary CM ~ LAB transformations [70J and averaged 

over the beam velocity distributions and detector resolution in order 

• If 
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to generate a LAB angular distribution and TOF spectra. The CM param-

eters were varied until the computer-generated results matched the 

data. The best fits to the four LAB angular distributions are shown 

in figs. 2 and 10-12, and the fits to the sample TOF spectra can be 

seen in figs. 6-8. 

The coupled CM angular and energy distributions are of the form: 

. a.(e) . 6.(e) 
P.(E,e) = N.A.T.(e) (E/El) 1 (1 _ E/El) 1 
111 1 m m (1) 

where 
6.(e) =a.(e)(E i (e)/(1-Ep

i (e))) •. 
1 1 P (2) 

Here i is the product vibrational state, E is the product recoil 

energy, and E~ = ~E + Ecoll - Ei is the maximum recoil energy for 

product in the ith vibrational state. ~E is the exothermicity, Ecoll 

is the collision energy, and Ei ·is the vibrational energy of HF(v = i) 

relative to HF(v = 0). The energetics for the F + H2 reaction are shown 

in fig. 13 [12]. For F + p-H2, the exothermicity used in the data fit

ting was 32~17 kcal/mole. For F + n-H2, most of the H2 was in J = 1 

and this rotational excitation was added to the exothermicity to give 

~E = 32.51 kcal/mole. 

The adjustable parameters are Ai' an overall intensity factor, 

Ti(e), the intensity at eM angl~ e, E~(e), the peak in the angle-de

pendent recoil distribution at e (expressed as a fraction of E~), and 

aile) which determines the width of the energy distribution. 

normalization factor given by 

N. is a 
1 

(3) 



where 

B(a,b) 

This insures that 

A.T.(e) -
1 1 
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(4) 

which is the total intensity for state i at e. The angle-dependent 

parameters were input in point form every SO and their values at in-

termediate angles were obtained by linear interpolation. 

The spread in the F beam velocity was by far the most important 

averaging factor in the forward convolution and it required careful 

characterization. The transmission function B(v) for a perfectly 

collimated beam with no angular divergence has been given else-

where [71]. This should, in principle, be convoluted with the veloc-

ity distribution of the F atoms emerging from tne oven over the range 

of transmission in order to obtain a realistic estimate of the F beam 

velocity distribution. We found this unnecessary, however, as vF = 

8.7 x 104 cm/sec is close to the maximum of the Maxwell-Boltzmann 

distribution at 920 0 K where the intensity variation is insignificant 

over the transmission window of the velocity selector. A larger effect 

arises from the angular divergence of the F beam. As ~hown in fig. 1, 

the beam passes through the side of the velocity selector, where the 

wheel slots are parallel to tne scattering plane, rather than through 

the top of the selector. The angular divergence in the scattering 

to 
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plane does not affect the transmission function of the velocity selec

tor, althougn it does affect the Newton diagram for the reaction and 

is accounted for in the analysis program. However, for an out-of-plane 

trajectory through the velocity selector, the transmission function 

will be somewhat different •. Frankl [72J has derived an expression for 

B(v,a), the dependence of the transmission function on t~e angular de

viation a from an in-plane trajectory. The out-of-plane divergence of 

the F beam was 2° and the angular offset between the first and last 

wheel was 17.3°. B(v,a) must be multiplied by the angular trans-

mission function of the two defining slits for the F beam wnich is 

approximately triangular and is given by 

T(a) = 1 - I~ (5) 
lamaxl 

where amax = 1° in this case. The angle-averaged transmission func-

tion of the selector is then 

amax 
B(v) =£.. T(a) B(v,a) da. (6) 

, -amax 

This increases the FWHM of the velocity selector from 11% to 12.6% 

and has a small but noticeable effect on the calculated TOF distri-

butions. One interesting point regarding this correction is that it 

is underestimated in the F beam TOF measurements. These are taken 

with a 0.005" hole in front of the detector to limit the gas flow 

when the detector is looking directly into the beam. This greatly 

restricts the angular range of the trajectories entering the detector. 

Consequently, the width of the measured TOF spectrum of the beam is 
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very close to that expected from the velocity selector with a per-

fectly parallel beam. 

The time-of-flight spectra for all four energies show a common 

feature at LAB angles which sample v = 3 scattered near 180° in the 

center-of-mass coordinate. The spectrum for F + p-H2 at e = 30° 

is a good example. The faster peak is from v = 2. The slower peak 

corresponding to v = 3 has a fast shoulder which exceeds the ex

othermicity for the v = 3' product. In order to fit this, it was 

necessary to postulate another 'state' corresponding to HF(v = 3) 

formed from reactants with about 1 kcal/mole internal excitation. 

This state is labelled v = 3' in the figures. The possible sources 

for this extra energy are contributions to the reaction from spin

orbit excited F(2P1 /2) or rotationally excited H2• The F(2P1 /2) 

state lies 1.16 kcal/mole above the (2P3/2) ground state and consti

tutes 21 percent of the F beam assuming thermal equilibrium at 920
0

K. 

H2(J = 2) is 1.03 kcal/mole above J = 0 and makes up 20 percent of 

the p-H2 beam. The energy difference between these two alternatives 

is too small to be resolved in our TOF analysis. For n-H2, the 

situation is somewhat different. The exothermicity used in our ana-

lysis includes the rotational energy of H2(J = 1), and the J = 2 

state is only 0.68 kcal/mole higher. However, for n-H2 the J = 3 

population is comparable to the J = 2 population and reaction from 

this state may also be occurring. Indeed, the problematic peaks in 

the F+n-H2 spectra could be better fit assuming 1.16 kcal/mole exci

tation for the v = 3' state than with 0.68 kcal/mole, and the higher 

value was used in the final fit. The selected value for the energy of 
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the v ~ 3 1 state therefore does not resolve the issue of the source of 

the excitation •. The partial cross section results for each vibrational 

state presented below, on the other hand, support the hypothesis that 

v = 31 is from rotationally excited H2• 

Due to their large number, the best fit CM parameters are graphi-

cally displayed in figs. 14-17 rather than explicitly listed. The top 

graph in each of these figures is the most interesting, as it shows 

the vibrationally state-resolved CM differential cross sections given 
r 

by eq.(4), as well as the summed differential cross section ~ li(e). 
1 

Center-of-mass velocity flux contour maps as a function of scattering 

angle are shown in figs. 18-21. These are contours of the function, 

~ uPi(E(u),e), where Pi is defined in (1) and u is the HF product 
1 

CM speed, plotted on a polar (u,e) coordinate system. Below each map 

is a 3-D perspective which especially aids in visualizing the v = 3 

forward peak •. The contour maps, in general, confirm the qualitative 

trends inferred from the LAB angular distributions. The intensity of 

the v = 3 peak increases with collision energy and is higher for 

F + p-H2 than for F + n-H 2 at the same energy. No backward peak 

for v = 3 is observed at any energy; the broad peak in the LAB angular 

distributions corresponding to the back-scattered for v = 3 results 

from sampling more v = 3 product at LAB angles nearly tangent to the 

v = 3 circle than at LAB angles closer to the F beam. It is clear, 

however, that the fraction of v = 3 scattered at e > 90° decreases 

with increasing energy. The maps show the v = 2 and v = 1 product is 

scattered predominantly in the backward hemisphere. The v = 2 product 

is backward-peaked at 1.84 kcal/mole and shows slight sideways peaking 
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at the higher energies. The sideways-peaking at higher energies was 

also seen in our our earlier investigations. The v = 1 product dis-

tributions, especially at 1.84 kcal/mole, are less reliable than those 

for the other states due to the low intensity of that state in the LAB 

frame. The v = 3' product is scattered entirely into the backward 

hemisphere. However, any forward-scattered v = 3' at CM angles ~ 30° 

would be closer than 0 = 8° to the F beam. We could not obtain 

reliable TOF data at LAB angles smaller than 8° because of the high 

effusive HF background near toe F beam. The possibility of a narrow 

forward v = 3' peak therefore cannot be ruled out. The contribution 

from this state is less reliably assessed at the higher energies where 

the v = 2 and v = 3 peaks are less well-resolved. In general the data 

was fit using as little v = 3' as possible, so all the fits, especially 

those at higher energy, probably underestimate the v = 3' contribution. 

The kinetic energy distributions for each vibrational state as a 

function of scattering angle can be converted into HF rotational pop

ulation distributions. The recoil energy, E, and the product rota-

tional energy, ER, for vibrational state i are related by 

i =E -ER m • 

For a fixed CM angle, the recoil energy distribution is given by 

P(E)=P(E~-ER)' 
and 

Pc(J)=P(E)dE/dJ 

=2B.(J+1/2)P(E i -B.J(J+1)) 
1 m 1 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 
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is the distribution function for the continuous variable J. Here Bi is 

the rotational constant for vibrational state i. The discrete popula

tions can be derived by what amounts to a quasi-classical approximation: 

P(J) _ /+1 

J 

P (J I) dJ I 
c 

,Some sample population distributions are shown in fig. 22. 

Figures 23-26 show plots of the fraction of available energy 

( 10) 

appearing as product rotation, <FJ>i' and the mean rotational 

quantum number, <J>i' as a function of eM scattering angle for each 

product vibrational state. These are obtained from the continuous 

recoil energy distributions by: 

_1-/~ 
o 

(.l) P.(E,e)dE El 1 
m 

Here Ji(E) is implicitly defined by 

E~ - E = Bi J(J + 1). 

(11 ) 

(12) 

(12b) 

Note that <FJ>i is a vibrationally state-specific quantity that indi

cates how much energy not already tied up in vibration occurs as prod-

uct rotation. It is not the same as the.commonly used symbol, <fR>' 

which is the fraction of the total available energy appearing as 

product rotation. 
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The validity of this procedure is limited by several factors that 

arise from our inability to resolve individual rotational states. 

There is a certain amount of ambiguity in transforming a continuous to 

a discrete distribution, and the shape of the discrete distribution is 

determined by the functional form assumed for the continuous distribu

tion. Another problem is that the exothermicity used to derive the 

amount of product rotational energy depends on the reactant rotational 

state. The values used were for the dominant rotational state, just 

as in the fitting procedure for the CM scattering~ Thus, for example, 

the contribution to reaction from the 20-25% of the n-H2 beam in 

J = 0 is not treated explicitly. Nonetheless, the v = 2 rotational 

distributions at 1.84 kcal/mole are similar to the most recent chemi

luminescence results at an average collision energy of 1.5 kcal/mole [8J. 

This indicates that, even if the individual state populations are not 

directly determined, our high resolution experimental results provide 

a reasonable estimate of the product rotational distributions as well. 

The relative heights and positions of the two v = 3 peaks observed in 

many of the TOF spectra are quite sensitive to the details of the as

sumed kinetic energy distribution and this state is therefore better 

characterized than the v = 2 state. 

Several trends are apparent in the distributions. For each 

energy, the rotational distribution of the v = 3 state gradually 

shifts towards lower J at smaller CM angles, and more abruptly near 

0°. A comparison of the three F + n-H2 energies shows that, in 

general, <J> increases slightly for the v = 2 and v = 3 products as 
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the collision energy is raised. The only exception to this is in the 

neighbornood of 0° for v = 3 products where <J> decreases at higher 

collision energies. The F +,n-H2 distribution shows more rotational 

excitation than F + p-H2 at the same collision energy. This agrees 

with earlier chemiluminescence work [7]. 

The plots 'of <FJ> for each F+n-H2 collision energy show Quite dif

ferent behavior for the v = 2 and v = 3 states. Whereas <FJ> for v = 2 

steadily increases with collision energy, for the v = 3 state at most 

angles it is less at 2.74 kcal/mole than at 1.84 kcal/mole; the v = 3 

results at 3.42 kcal/mole are similar to tnose at 2.74 kcal/mole. This 

indicates that reactant translational energy is channeled more effi

cie~tly into rotational excitation of v ~2 product than v = 3 product. 

We have also computed rel~tive partial cross sections for each 

product state from the eM parameters. These are given by 

1f 

0i = 21r !li (e) sinede (13) 

= 

where 

o 

36 
L 

j=l 

e i +1 

1 1 . . ( e) s i ne'de 
e. lJ 

1 

( 
e - e. ) 

1 .. (e) = A. T .. + T'('+l) J. lJ 1 lJ 1 J e j +1 - e j 

(14) 

(15 ) 

A factor of 21r is omitted for convenience as it has no bearing on the 

relative cross sections. 'T .. is the angular intensity for state i lJ 
which, as previously mentioned, is specified at 5° intervals. Til 

is at 0° and Ti37 is at 180°. The result is given by 
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r:
36 

T.( ·+1) - T .. 
T + T + 1 J 1J (sl·n9. sl·n9 ) o i = i1 i37 9· 1 - 9. J+1 - j • 

j=1 J+ J 
(16) 

The relative total cross section is simply 0 = ~ 0·. The v = 2 and 
i 1 

V = 3 partial cross sections should be accurate to within a few per-

cent. They are quite insensitive to changes in the CM .parameters that 

are large enough to adversely affect the calculated fits to the LAB 

data. 

Comparing cross sections at different collision energies requires 

some care. The cross sections obtained by (16) must be multiplied by 

a correction factor which accounts for both the intensity of the LAB 

angular distribution and the reactant number densities at each co1-

1ision energy. The derivation of this factor is not particularly 

enlightening and may be found elsewhere [54]. 

The corrected partial and total cross sections are shown 

in fig. 27. The normalized part~a1 cross sections given by 

0i' = 0i/o are shown in fig. 28. The total cross section for 

F + p-H2 is indicated by the solid circle in fig. 27, and the 

partial cross sections are listed in table 2. The branching ra

tios for each state relative to v = 2 are given by 0i/02 and are 

listed in table 3. The trends shown here will be discussed in 

the next section. 

One result worthy of immediate discussion, however, is the much 

larger v = 3' partial cross section at 1.84 kcal/mole from F + p-H2 
than from F + n-H2 (see table 3). The rotational population of the 

n-H2 beam with J >2 is about 5 percent, whereas the p-H2 beam 
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is about 20% J = 2. Thus the larger amount of v = 3 1 from F + p-H2 
suggests that it is in fact due to the reaction of .ground state F 

atoms with rotationally excited H2• The results presented in the 

following paper on isotope effects substantiate this claim. 

6. Discussion 

6.1 Angular distributions and dynamical resonances 

The angular distributions obtained in this study have shown a 

striking feature not seen in previous experimental work or in any 

scattering calculation. This feature, the v = 3 forward peak, was 

observed at every collision energy we studied, even below 1 kcal/mole 

where the back-scattered product began to disappear. The distribu

tions also showed highly state-specific behavior. There was no sign 

of forward-peaked v = 2 product, although this state was side-ways

peaked at the highest collision energies. 

The first important question to address is whether our unusual 

angular distributions can be described within the framework of 

classical mechanics. We can compare our results to angular dis

tributions obtained in classical and quasi-classical trajectory 

calculations to see if there is any precedent for a forward v = 3 

peak. The distributions obtained from classical calculations are 

not divided into product internal states. Thus one expects a state

specific effect to be less noticeable than in our experiment. The 

summed differential cross sections in figs. 14-17 can be directly 

compared to the angular distributions generated from classical tra

jectory calculations [15,16,18,73-75]. The experimental results still 
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show prominent forward peaks, although more scattering occurs in the 

backward hemisphere because the v = 2 state is predominantly back

ward-scattered. No classical calculation on any model surface for 

F + H2 has resulted in an angular distribution of this form for 

collision energies below 12 kcal/mole. An early calculation by 

Muckerman showed some forward-scattered product at 2.50 kcal/mole 

[14], but this distribution decreased monotonically from 180° and 

showed no sign of a peak at 0°. A calculation on the same surface 

at 1.00 kcal/mole showed no scattering for 9 < 30°. 

The differences between our results and trajectory studies are 

further emphasized by a comparison with Quasi-classical calculations. 

In this method, the reactants are in an initially well-defined state 

n with vibrational action (n + 1/2)h, and a reactive trajectory is 

aSSigned to product vibrational state n' if its final action is in the 

range [n'h, (n' + l)h]. This allows the determination of vibrationally 

state-resolved differential cross sections which can be more meaning

fully compared with the experimental results. The calculations on M5 

near 5 kcal/mole collision energy show all the HF vibrational states 

are dominated by backward-scattering, although a small amount of for

ward-scattered product occurs for each state [46,48]. The calculated 

distribution for v = 3 shows a large peak at 180° and a much smaller 

peak at 0°. This differs sharply from our v = 3 distributions at 

considerably lower energies which are dominated by forward-scattering 

and show no peak at 180°. 
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One can argue that it might be possible to construct a reasonable 

potential energy surface that can reproduce our results through quasi

classical calculations. After all, until now there has not been much 

incentive to devise a surface that results in sUbstantial forward

scattered product. However, it seems unlikely that such high state

specificity could be achieved in a classical calculation. It would 

seem especially difficult to obtain more forward scattering in v = 3 

than in the other vibra~ional states. The high impact parameter 

collisions necessary for forward scattering result in an effective 

centrifugal potential in the critical region of the potential energy 

surface. The v= 3 product is already 0.5 kcal/mole endothermic, and 

the centrifugal term plus the v = 3 adiabatic barrier should inhibit 

v = 3 formation from high impact parameter collisions. No such con

straints apply to the lower HF vibrational states, as their production 

is sufficiently exothermic to overcome the possible effects of small 

exit barriers. 

Ron-et ale [48] have point out that exit barrier effects for 

F + H2 tend to be de-emphasized in a forward quasi-classical cal

culation due to the inclusion of all trajectories resulting in a 

final vibrational action between 3h and 4h as v = 3 products. The 

v = 3 exit barrier is responsible for the delayed onset seen in the 

one-dimensional quantal calculation on the M5 surface in which no 

v = 3 product is seen until 0.05 eV above its energetic threshold. 

There is no sign of this effect in a forward quasi-classical calcu

lation on M5 [22]. Exit barriers are much better accounted for in 

reverse quasi-classical calculations which start with a well defined 
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product vibrational state. Reverse q-c calculations of the reaction 

probability to form H2{V = 0) from HF{v = 3) [23,76] indeed show a 

delayed onset very close to the predicted value of 2.4 kcal/mole for 

the v = 3 adiabatic barrier height [33]. A reverse calculation of the 

H2(v = 0) angular distribution from HF{v = 3) shows much less for

ward scattering than the HF{v = 3) distribution resulting from a 

forward calculation at the same total energy [48]. Thus, a more 

rigorous quasi-classical treatment in which all trajectories with 

final vibrational action outside a narrow range centered at 3.Sh are 

discarded should result in a v = 3 distribution that is even more 

back-scattered than in the standard quasi-classical calculations. 

It appears that the experimental results cannot be easily ration

alized by classical considerations. However, the v = 3 forward peak 

is the type of highly state-specific effect that might be expected to 

result from dynamical resonances. Unfortunately, all the three-di

mensional quantal calculations have been performed on MS and predict 

that resonance effects will appear in the v = 2 state rather than in 

v = 3 [21,43-46]. This was explained in the Introduction as resulting 

from the magnitude of the v = 3 product adiabatic barrier on MS which 

prevents decay of the quasi-bound state to HF{v = 3). If our results 

are due to dynamical resonances, then the quasibound state prefer

entially decays to form HF{v = 3) and the MS potential energy surface 

must be modified to mitigate the effect of this barrier. 
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The v = 3 forward scattering is observed over a wide energy range. 

The three-dimensional quantal calculations show that this is the ex-

pected behavior for a dynamical resonance. The range of orbital 

angular momenta over which a resonance is accessible shifts to pro-

gressively higher values of l as the collision energy is raised. To 

first order, when a collision occurs with orbital angular momentum l, 

the effective centrifugal term displ~ces the potential energy surface 

in the vicinity of the transition state and its confining barriers 

upwards by a constant energy given by Bl(l + 1), where B is an appro

priate rotational constant. Pollak has determined the rotational 
.. -1 constant for collinear FHH at the M5 v = 3 eXlt barrler to be 3 cm • 

Suppose the true v = 3 adiabatic barrier height is 1.0 kcal/mole above 

the reactant zero point energy. For a collision with l = I5h, the 

barrier height will be increase by 2.4 kcal/mole for a total height of 

3.4 kcal/mole relative to H2 (v = 0). This is the highest collision 

energy we studied. An effect of similar magnitude is expected in the 

vicinity of the entrance channel barrier. At this energy l = 15h 

corresponds to an impact parameter of about 1A. Thus the centrifugal 

effects for reasonable values of L are sufficiently large to allow 

trapping of the quasi-bound state over the energy range we studied. 

Although the resonance-enhanced contribution at high l should 

result in a broader product angular distribution than would occur 

without a resonance, it does not seem likely that an intense forward 

peak would result simply from collisions at impact parameters near 

1 A. In a classical trajectory study by Blais and Truhlar on 
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F + D2 [75], angular distributions were obtained at fixed values of 

the impact parameter. At 6 kcal/mole collision energy, the distribu

tions were backward-peaked at b = 0.5A and sideways-peaked near 90° at 

b = 1.45A, but no product was observed at 9 < 45° even at the higher 

impact parameter. However, the forward scattering can be significantly 

enhanced if the resonance lifetime is a non-negligible fraction of the 

rotational period of the complex. Assuming a rotational constant of 

3 cm-1, the rotational period will be 5.5xl0-13 sec for a collision 

with L = 10h. If the lifetime of the complex is 25% of the rotational 

period, and this is used as the time delaY,T, due to the resonance, 

then the energy width of the resonance given by 4h/T is 0.02 eV or 

0.4 kcal/mole. This is somewhat broader than the resonances seen 

in the collinear calculations, as would be expected since additional 

bending vibrational degrees of freedom may cause the wells to be . 

shallower and the quasi-bound state lifetime to be shorter. This 

energy width is comparable to that obtained by Schatz and Kuppermann 

in a three-dimensional close-coupling calculation for an L = 0 

resonance in H + H2 [77]. 

The scattering near 9 = 0° is further enhanced by effects 

associated with angular momentum conservation. Our kinetic energy 

analysis reveals that most of the v = 3 product is formed in J < 2 at 

1.84 kcal/mole and J ~ 3 at the higher energies. This means that for 

a high orbital angular momentum collision that forms v = 3 product, h 

is largely conserved and appears as hi, the product orbital angular 

momentum. The entire reactive encounter therefore occurs in a single 

plane perpendicular to L. For truly long-lived complexes that survive 

... 
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for several rotational periods, the condition ~ = ~I results in a 

symmetric angular distribution peaking strongly at 0° and 180° [78J. 

This occurs because all orientations of ~ perpendicular to the re

actant relative velocity vector are equally likely. Thus, while the 

sc~ttering in each plane perpendicular to ~ for a long-lived complex 

is isotropic, the sum over all scattering planes results in an angular 

distribution that approaches (sine)-l in the limit of large~. The 

presence of only a single peak at 0° without a backward peak at 180° 

in our results indicates that the resonance survives a fraction of a 

rotation at most. This upper bound is consistent with the calculation 

in the preceding paragraph. Even if the scattering in a single plane 

is anisotropic, the (sine)-l form factor due to the symmetry of the 

angular momentum vector with repect to the relative velocity should 

still apply to the large ~ collisions that access the resonance. If 

the complex survives for a fraction of a rotation before dissociating, 

the resulting HF product should be preferentially scattered in the 

range 0° ~e ~90° which will lead to a peak at 0° in the differential 

cross section. For collisions that do not strictly conserve~, the 

form factor is different and does not provide nearly as much ampli

fication near 0° and 180° [78J. The HF products formed with J > 2 

are, for the most part, the result of collisions in which L is not 

strictly conserved, and the angular distributions for these states 

might not be expected to be as intense near e = 0° as for HF states 

with J < 2. This may explain the abrupt narrowing of the v = 3 

rotational distributions observed near 0°. 
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The trend in the three F + n-H2 con~our maps showing enhanced 

forward scattering of the v = 3 product as the collision energy is 

raised is reasonable in light of the above considerations. At higher 

translational energies the resonance is accessed by higher orbital 

angular momentum collisions which result not only in a stronger cor

relation between l and hi, but also in a quasi-bound state with a 

shorter rotational period. If the lifetime of the Quasi-bound state 

remains the same, the complex formed at higher h can rotate more be

fore dissociating and increase the amount of HF product scattered into 

the forward hemisphere. This effect might be countered to some extent 

by the shorter lifetime of the resonance formed at high L as the re

pulsive centrifugal potential begins to wash out the adiabatic well 

supporting the Quasi-bound state. At sufficiently high energy, the 

trend towards increased forward scattering should reverse as the con

tribution from resonances becomes less important. We do not seem to 

have reached this point in our experiment. 

6.2 Implications for the potential energy surface. 

The discussion so far has shown that the major features of the 

HF{v = 3) angular distributions can be explained in terms of dynamical 

resonances. However, significant differences remain between our re

sults and the Quantal calculations on M5 which are most likely due to 

deficiencies in the M5 surface, some of which were pointed out in the 

Introduction. The detailed nature of our experimental results allows 

us to propose further specific changes in the critical region of the 

surface. One modification suggested above is that the v = 3 adiabatic 
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exit barrier should be reduced so that the low energy resonance can 

decay to HF(v = 3). Additional support for this, independent of the 

existence of resonances, comes from our low energy experiments. The 

v = 3 exit barrier is responsible for the delayed onset of v = 3 

product seen in the collinear and three-dimensional quantal calcu

lations on M5 in which virtually no v = 3 product is predicted below 

1.2 kcal/mole collision energy. We, however, observe v = 3 product at 

collision energies as low as 0.7 kcal/mole. It is true that the small 

size of the v = 3 Newton circle at low collision energies increases 

our sensitivity for detecting that state in a LAB angular measurement 

relative to the v = 2 state [70], but this cannot fully account for 

the discrepancy between our results and the theoretically predicted 

dominance of the v = 2 product at low energies. One should note that 

quantal collinear calculations on slightly different potential energy 

surfaces show markedly different behavior. Connor's calculation on 

the Muckerman 1 surface [15], for example, shows no sign of a delayed 

onset for v = 3, and it shows a sharp spike in the v = 3 reaction 

probability just above the threshold for v = 3 product [26]. The Ml 

surface is, however, deficient in that its exothermicity is too low by 

3 kcal/mole [18]. 

The presence of forward scattering at collision energies as low 

as 0.7 kcal/mole indicates that dynamical resonances are evident at 

much lower collision energies than in calculations on MS. The cal

culations predict that the changes in the angular distribution due to 

the resonance should appear only at collision energies higher than 

2 kcal/mole [31,44]. This happens because the lowest energy ~ = 0 
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resonance on M5 occurs at approximately 1.7 kcal/mole above the re

actant zero point energy [80J. Suppose, however, that the correct 

surface has a deeper or wider adiabatic well than M5 so tnat the L = 0 

resonance is below our lowest collision energy. In this case even at 

the lowest energy only nonzero L collisions could access the resonance 

resulting in sideways and forward scattering such as we observed. In 

fact, it is possible for the energy of the collinear quasi-bound state 

to be below the reactant zero point energy. Under these circumstances, 

the resonance will not appear in a collinear calculation, but it will 

show up in a three-dimensional calculation. 

The v = 2 angular distributions also merit some discussion. the 

sideways-peaked v = 2 product at 2.74 and 3.42 kcal/mole is similar to 

what was seen in the previous crossed molecular beams studies of 

F + H2 [49,50J. The earlier assignment of the sideways-peaking to 

resonance effects seems somewhat doubtful in light of the current re

sults. It might seem that tne quasi-bound state responsible for the 

v = 3 forward peak should be coupled to some extent with the angular 

distribution of HF{v = 2). However, Connor's collinear calculation on 

Ml shows that the resonance just above the v = 3 threshold decays al

most entirely to v = 3 product; similar structure occurs in the v = 2 

reaction probability curve but it is less intense by at least a factor 

of 30. In any case, the considerably different energy dependences of 

the v = 2 sideway-peaking and the v = 3 forward-peaking make it seem 

unlikely that the same Quasi-bound state decays competitively to both 

product states. The v = 2 broadening and sideways-peaking may be a 

classical effect not seen on M5 because the bending fbrce constant 
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near the potential energy barrier in the entrance channel is too high. 

Although the ab initio PES(12) does not yield accurate values for the 

potential energy barrier and the exothermicity, it is expected to give 

more reliable estimate of the bending force constant, and does indeed 

give a lower bending force constant than M5. Truhlar et ale [79] have 

recently developed a potential energy surface with a lower entrance 

channel barrier and an improved bending potential. 

6.3 Integrated cross sections 

Our F + n-H2 results show that the total reaction cross sec-

tion increases with collision energy, although it appears to rise less 

steeply above 2.74 kcal/mole. This agrees qualitatively with classical 

and quantal calculations on M5. Each method used to calculate the to

tal cross section gives somewhat different results [44]. The smaller 

slope of the total cross section vs. energy above 2.74 kcal/mole is 

most evident in the Jz-conserving quantal calculation [31,43]. 

The collision energy dependence of the partial and normalized 

cross sections in figs. 27 and 28 and the branching ratios in table 3 

can be summarized as follows. The partial cross section for each prod

uct vibrational state increases as the collision energy is raised, but 

the (v = 3)/(v = 2) branching ratio decreases whereas the (v = l)/(v = 2) 

ratio increases. The normalized cross section results show the v = 1 

product rising at the expense of v = 3 while the fraction of v = 2 

product remains relatively constant. The experimental results for the 

energy dependence of the (v = 3)/(v = 2) ratio not surprisingly do not 

agree with quantal calculations on M5 [43,44]. These predict a steadily 
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increasing (v = 3)/(v = 2) ratio up to collision energies of 0.5 eV. 

This discrepancy is due largely to the high v = 3 exit barrier on M5, 

since the v = 3 channel should open up rapidly in the energy range 

near the barrier. In theoretical studies, this exit barrier also 

prevents the quasi-bound state from decaying to v = 3 at low colli

sion energies. 

Our results for the partial cross sections ~nd branching ratios 

can also be compared to the previous results obtained with chemical 

laser (CL) and IR chemiluminescence (IC) techniques. It should be 

noted that we can independently vary the reactant translational and 

rotational energy, whereas in the other studies in which the reactant 

temperature is varied, translation and rotation are simultaneously 

affected. Nonetheless, our results are in qualitative agreement with 

the CL studies and, to a lesser extent, with the IC work. 

There appears to be considerable variation in the value of the 

(v = 3)/(v = 2) branching ratio for F + n-H2 at 300
0

K among the IC 

and CL studies ranging from 0.48 [4] to 0.63 [81]. Our result of 0.68 

at 1.84 kcal/mole is close to the high value. Although the temperature 

corresponding to a mean collision energy of 1.84 kcal/mole is about 

600 o K, our value is in the correct range. It might indeed be expected 

to be at the high end of the spectrum of values if the variation of 

this branching ratio in the IC and CL work is due to partial vibra

tional relaxation, since in our molecular beam experiment the products 

cannot vibrational1y relax through secondary collisions. 
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Our results concerning the translational energy dependence of the 

(v = 3)/(v = 2) and (v = l)/(v = 2) branching ratios agree with the CL 

work of Coombe [4]. In an IC study by Perry [6] and a more recent one 

by Barnes [8], the (v = l)/(v = 2) ratio increased with temperature or 

collision energy but the (v = 3)/(v = 2) ratio remained constant. 

6.4 Effect of reactant rotation 

The contour maps for F + n-H2 and F + p-H2 at 1.84 kcal/mole 

in figs. 18 and 19 and the LAB angular distributions in fig. 5 show 

that there is considerably less forward peaking of the HF(v = 3) 

product from H2(J = 1) than from H2(J = 0). Resonance effects 

appear to be less pronounced when starting from H2(J = 1). This may 

be an indication of the collinear nature of the resonance state and of 

how reactant rotation is coupled to the degrees of freedom of the 

reaction intermediate. 

It is possible for H2 rotation to result in bending excita

tion of the FH2 complex. This process would be facilitated by a 

small energy mismatch between the 120cm-1 of rotation in H2(J = 1) 

and w+, the bending frequency of the transition state. For M5, 

w+ = 452cm-1, but on Truhlar's new surface, w+ = 76cm-1 [79]. 

Bending motion in the FH2 complex might be expected to lead to an 

overall reduction of resonance effects; the lifetime of a quasi-bound 

state formed with bending excitation would be shortened by any cou

pling between bending and the reaction coordinate. Our results are 

therefore consistent with at least some coupling between H2 rotation 

and bending motion in the reaction intermediate. 
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Although resonance effects are less pronounced with H2(J = 1), 

the direct reaction appears to be enhanced with H2(J = 1) at 

1.84 kcal/mole. The partial cross sections for v = 3 and v = 2 

are slightly higher for F + n-H2 than for F + p-H2 as is the rel

ative total cross section. Classical trajectory calculations on 

several potential energy surfaces have also predicted that H2(J = 1) 

is more reactive than H2(J = 0) in this energy range [16,18,73]. 

If the v = 3 and v = 3 1 partial cross sections are summed, then the 

(v = 3)/(v = 2) branching ratio is slightly higher for F + p-H2 than 

for F + n-H2 at the same collision energy. This agrees with previous 

experimental work in which the two reactions were studied at the same 

temperature using the IC and CL techniques [5,7]. 

6.5 Reactivity of F(2P1/2 ) 

The reaction of F(2P1/2 ) with H2 does not correlate to ground state 

products [82J, but semi-classical calculations have predicted a small 

contribution to reaction via a non-adiabatic transition in the entrance 

channel [83,84J. Close-coupling calculations of inelastic F(2P1/2)+H2 

scattering have shown that the near resonant process 

is about an order of magnitude more efficient than any other elec

tronic quenching process [85,86J. This might lead one to propose that 

if quenching is followed by reaction on the ground state surface with 

the newly formed H2(J = 2), then the reactivity of F(2P1/2 ) should be 
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higher with p-H2 than with n-H2 because of the larger J = 0 population 

in p-H 2• However, it is not likely that this process can lead to more 

product than the reaction between F(2p3/2) and H2(J = 2) already in 

the beam. Since our data can be fit even if the reactivity of H2(J = 2) 

with F(2p3/2) is one half that of H2(J = 0) and without assuming any 
2 contribution to the reaction from F( P1/ 2), the contribution from 

F(2 P1 /2) must be very small. The F + n-H2 results clearly indicate as 

well that F(2 P1 /2) + H2(J = 1) does not produce an appreciable amount 

of product. The angular distributions for the reaction of F + HD (J=O), 

which will be discussed in the following paper, also do not show any trace 

of product from F(2 P1 /2). If F(2 P1 /2) were to contribute to the 

formation of products, the additional 1.16 kcal/mole of available 

energy would be partially channeled into translation and would easily 

be detected in this high resolution experiment. 

7. Conclusion 

The vibrationally state-resolved differential cross sections for 

F + H2 presented here represent the most detailed experimental study 

in reaction dynamics to date. The results, at the very least, provide 

a database which will greatly aid in the development of a potential 

energy surface of chemical accuracy for this reaction. More signifi-

cantly, explaining the results in terms of dynamical resonances pro-

vides a direct link between the details of the strong coupling region 

of the potential energy surface and the asymptotic scattering states 
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observed in our experiment. Within the resonance framework, the 

results point to specific modifications to be made to the critical 

region of the M5 surface. The results of our studies on the F + HO 

and F + O2 reactions reported in the following paper will further 

substantiate the importance of dynamical resonances in this system. 
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Table 1 

Source conditions for the angular scans 

Reaction H2 source H2 source beam co 11 i s ion scale 
temp(oK) pressure velocity energy factor 

(psig) (x104cm/s) ( k c a 1/ mo 1 e) 

F+p-H2(P) 113 40 15.45 0.68 1.60 

F+n-H2(N) 119 40 15.45 0.68 0.58 

P 167 50 19.67 1.00 1.71 

N 180 50 19.67 1.00 0.88 

p 212 65 22.92 1.30 0.98 

P 307 80 27.83 1.84 0.93 

N 320 80 27.83 1.84 1.00 

N 473 95 34.51 2.74 1.03 

N 578 110 38.80 3.42 1.08 



v=1/v=2 

v=3/v=2 

v=3' /v=2 

58 

Table 2 

Relative cross sections for F+p-H2, 1.84 kcal/mole 

(units are same as fig. 27) 

v=l 36.5 

v=2 185.1 

v=3 125.2 

v=3' 8.9 

Table 3 

F+H 2 branching ratios 

F+p-H2 F+n-H2 F+n-H2 F+n-H2 
1.84 kcal/mole 1. 84 k c a 1/ mo 1 e 2.74 kcal/mole 3.42 kcal/mole 

0.20 0.21 0.23 0.33 

0.68 0.67 0.53 0.48 

0.048 0.015 0.016 0.016 
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Figure captions 

Fig. 1 Top cross-sectional view of the beam sources and collision 

region. 1) H2 source(70 ~ orifice) 2) coaxial heater cable 3) 

liquid nitrogen contact 4) 18 mil skimmer 5) supersonic H2 beam 

6) F oven 7) F beam 8) velocity selector 9) differential chamber 

cold shield 10) radiation shield 11) mounting block for velocity 

selector 12) 150 Hz tuning fork chopper 13) UHV rotatable mass 

spectrometric detector 

Fig. 2 LAB angular distribution for F+P-H2,. 1.84 kcal/mole, and 

Newton dia.gram. Both the data and calculated LAB distributions are 

shown( • data, - total calculated, - --- - v = 1, 

- - - v = 2, ------ v = 3, - - - v = 3 I ) • 

Fig. 3 F+n-H2 LAB angular distributions at various collision 

energies. 

Fig. 4 F+p-H2 LAB angular distributions at various collision 

energies. The distributions labelled (N) are for F+n-H2• 

Fig. 5 LAB angular distributions for F+H2(J = 0) and J = 1. The 

innermost and next smallest Newton circles are for HF(v = 3) product 

from H2(J = 0) and J ~ 1, respectively. 
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Fig. 6 Time-of-flight spectra for F+p-H2, I.B4 kcal/mole. 

( data, total calculated, - --- - v = 1, 

- - - v = 2, ------ v = 3, - - - v = 3 I ) • The so 1 i d 

line is not shown when it obscures a vibrational state. 

Fig. 7 Time-of-flight spectra for F+n-H2, I.B4 kcal/mole. 

Fig. B Time-of flight spectra for F+n-H2, 3.42 kcal/mole. 

Fig. 9 TOF spectra for F+H2, I.B4 kcal/mole, at 9 = BO, showing 

effusive contribution observed close to the F beam. Top graph: 

solid line is raw data, dotted line is scaled TOF spectrum taken at 

e = 4°(see text). Bottom graph shows result of subtracting the 

effusive background. 

Fig.l0 LAB angular distribution for F+n-H2, I.B4 kcal/mole, 

showing computer-generated fit to the LAB data( • data, 

--- total calculated, - --- - v=l, - - - v=2, 

v=3, - - - v=3 1
). 

Fi g. 11 LAB angular distribution for F+n-H2, 2.74 kcal/mole, 

showing computer-generated fit to the LAB data. 

Fig. 12 LAB angular distribution for F+n-H2, 3.42 kcal/mole, 

showing computer-generated fit to the LAB data. 
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Fig. 13 Energetics of the F+H 2 reaction. All values are in 

kcal/mole. 

Fig. 14 Best fit CM parameters for F+p-H2, 1.84 kcal/mole. 

total(top graph only), - --- - v=1, - - - v=2, 

v=3, - - - v=3 I
). 

Fig. 15 Best-fit CM parameters for F+n-H2, -1.84 kcal/mole. 

Fig. 16 Best-fit CM parameters for F+n-H2, 2.74 kcal/mole. 

Fig. 17 Best~fit CM parameters for F+n-H2, 3.42 kcal/mole. 

Fig. 18 Center-of-mass velocity flux contour map for F+p-H2, 

1.84 kcal/mole, with three-dimensional perspective. 

Fig. 19 Center-of-mass velocity flux contour map for F+n-H2, 

1.84 kcal/mole, with three-dimensional perspective. 

Fig. 20 Center-of-mass velocity flux contour map for F+n-H2, 

2.74 kcal/mole, with three-dimensional perspective. 

Fig. 21 Center-of-mass velocity flux contour map for F+n-H2, 

3.42 kcal/mole, with three-dimensional perspective. 
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Fig. 22 Sample rotational distributions for HF product at various 

CM scattering angles. 

Fig. 23 Plots of <FJ > ~nd <J> (see text) for the product 

vibrational states as a function of CM scattering angle, for 

F+P-H2, 1.84 kcal/mole 

(- --- - v=1, - - - v=2, ------ v=3). 

Fig. 24 <FJ> and <J> for F+n-H2, 1.84 kcal/mole. The curves 

stop its angles where the intensity is zero. 

Fig. 25 <FJ> and <J> for F+n-H2, 2.74 kcal/mole. 

Fig. 26 <FJ> and <J> for F+n-H2, 3.42 kcal/m61e. 

Fig. 27 Relative cross sections for F+n-H2 as function of 

collision energy( total, - --- -"- v=1, - - - v=2, 

------ v=3, - - - v=3 1
). The solid circle is the relative 

total cross section for F+p-H2, 1.84 kcal/mole. 

Fig. 28 Normalized cross sections for F+n-H2 as function of 

collision energy. 
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